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FOREWORD

One of the important functions of schools is the preparation of the

young for the world of work. Research on the nature of educational organi-

zations and the production of educational services has stressed the cor-

respondence between the activities and outputs of the schools with the

requirements of work organizations, in recent years worker dissatisfaction

has been rising, and it appears that there has been an associated increase

in employee disruption of production. Some business firms have responded

to these problems by attempging to reorganize work to increase the parti-

cipation of workers in decisionmaking and to change the nature of jobs.

This movement towards greater "industrial democracy" is gaining momentum

both in the United States and in
I

Europe, and as a result it appears to be

generating a new set of requirements for worker characteristics.

The purpose of the project on Educational Requirements for Industrial

Democracy is to examine the correspondence between socialization to occu-

pational roles generallyvia education, in particular--and the organiza-

tion and content of work. An understanding of this correspondence is then

applied to the study of changes in the nature of work in order to predict

new demands that will be placed on the education system and other institu-

tions of socialization. The analysis of possible responses of educational

institutions to such demands will inform debate on educational reforms at

both the curricular and institutional level.

The project research involves parallel examination of schools and

firms in order to ascertain the correspondence between the formation and

utilization of workers' traits in the context of traditional modes of work

organization and under the various approaches to industrial democracy.

This research will include the study of the supply of worker traits,

socialization to occupational roles, educational production relations in

the U.S. schools, the operation of U.S. labor markets and the demand for

educational characteristics, and the.relationship between worker character-

istics, job characteristics and worker productivity.

A taxonomy of educational reforms,and a taxonomy of the dimensions

of work reform will be developed to provide an analytic framework for



describing important distinction& between reforms of education and work

respectively. Commonly proposed reforms, and reforms with which there is

some practical experience will be described with the aid of these taxonomies.

A survey will be conducted of selected firms in the U.S. and abroad

that have experimented with different for.ms of work reorganization consti-

tuting varying degrees of industrial democracy. Similarly, a survey is

planned of selected scLools that are experimenting with corresponding types
of school reorganization and educational reforms. Special attentionitall

be given to the relevance of 'the most prominent types of educational reform

for changing the educational characteristics of workers in order to meet

the new work requirements.

The discussion paper presented here is part of a series of papers

reporting on-going research. The final project report will represent a

comprehensive document that outlines the probable extent and impact of

work reorganization on schools and the educational system.

'1
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SUMMAR Y

This paper surveys some of the basic literature on socializa-

tion to occupational roles. The review is brief, emphasizing those

ariqq- of research that are most closely related to the project, with

the goal being to establish a foundation for future work.

The survey begins with a review of the concept of socialization

as it has been developed in different research traditions. Then, the

concept of occupational socialization is reviewed. The point of view

taken is taat occupational sooialization should be considered as a

broad phenomenon, encompassing all processes that seek to mold and pre-

pare people for entrance into the-ild of work. Specific job training,

the learning of values and norms, and the learning of political and

social roles are all part of occupational socialization. Prot this

viewpoint, most oi the existing research is narrowly based and does

. not adequately deal with problems associated with changes in the

society and the economy.

he bulk of the paper reviews research on the links among

childhood socialization; social class, and occupation. The work of

Melvin Kohn and his associates is most prominent here. A ahorter

section discusses the eduoational system and possible links to other

forms of .occupational socialization. This will be continued later in

the context of work on eduoation being performed by other members of

the project. Peer group influences on children are also reviewed

briefly and this review will be continued into the next stages of the

project. The review ends with a discussion of the occupational

socialization of adults.

The last section of the paper discusses plans for further

research. This work will carry the review forward by dealing with

occupational socialization in the context of research on social and

economic ohange. Other research, also a possibility for the future,

is briefly discussed.
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.1.4._SOCIALIZATION.

Socialization is generally oonsidered to be the process by

which an individual becomes a functioning member of society, or "the

process whereby the individual is converted into the person."
1

As a

major research field, the study of sonialization ip relatively new,

dating from the 1930's, although the problem of socialization certainly

is not new. Such renowned scholars as Plato, in The RePublic, and

Rousseau, in Emile, artfoulated elaborate sohemes foi converting the

individual into the person. Ewen Adam Smith, best known as the apostle

of free enterPrise, devoted some parTes to what would today be called

the dysfunctional effects of moupational socia1ization.
2 And perhaps

the most widely known socialization soheme was that created by James

Mill and applied to his son, John Stuart Mill.
3

The basic issue in sooialization research can be stated fairly

simply: How does a society attempt to transmit across generations

the basic characteristics that make the society operate? There are

a number of phenomena that are thought to be important in inter-

generational transmiSsion. Por some, the transfer of material wealth

via legal inheritance is considered to be the most important. Others

emphasize the cultivation of natural ability, or, in its most recent

manifestation, the heritability of IQ. The study of socialization has

as an implicit assumption the idea that social institutions are what

in important about intergenerational transfer. Some observers deal

only with social institutions while others are cognizant of the exis-
.

tnnce of relationships between the institutions thnt socialize and

other phenomena in a society that contribute to the intergenerntional

transmiscion of the society itself.

Because it is a relatively new field, much of the research has

only recently been brought together and synthesized.
4 This work is

from a number of disciplines, with sociology, psycholocTy, social

psychology, political'science, and anthropology contributing the

most. The focus of socialization studies has varied and some of this

variation can be ex-ol;)ined by the differing disciplinary outlookr that

researchers are encumbered with.
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POT some, the focus of a study of socialization is how the
individual learns the norms of society. From this perspective,
socialization is

the whole process by whial an individual born with
behavioral potentialities of enormously wide range,is led to develop actual behavior which is confined
within a much narrower range - the range of what is
customary and acceptable for him according to the
standards of his grovp.5

The discipline of psychology tends to emphasize learning by
the individual, dealing primarily with personality variables.' From
this type of rtsearch one often gets a picture of socialization being
a process whereby an individual selects from a range of characteris-
tics. The "success" of the selection prooess is then an indication
of how well socialized the individual beoomes.

Others, sociologists mostly, place strens on the social appara-
tun which influences such selection. Sooialization is represented by

those patterns of aotion or aspects of action which
inculcate in individuals the skills (including
knowledge), motives and attitudes necessary for the
performance of present or anticipated roles.6

The emphasis on situational variables that tends to characterize
the research of sociologists and the tendenby to look at individual
variables that the psychologist brings to his or her work ca'n lead
to the same information being fnterpreted quite differently.', Many'
researchers recognize this tendency toward partiality and try to
devetlop broader frameworks where the various aspects of socialization
can conceptually interact. Some research is explicitly developmental,
where the results of sociialization are treated as a prelude to further

socialization. Whereas most of the early research on socialization
dealt with childhood, more recent work has dealt witll aspects of the
adult world. Socialization becomes somewhat more specific, perhaps
characterized as



the process whereby a person acquires the attitudes,
values, ways of thinking, need dispositions, and
other personal, yet social, attributes which will
characterize him in the next stage of'his develop-
ment.7

Some research has been aimed at linking socialization processes
with other aspects of society. Since an individual is born into a

social structure the history of how that structure evolved and the

principles by which the structure operates will be crucial variables

in explaining how the structure attempts to reprodnce itself. Studies

of stratification and mobility are beginning to include socialization

processes in their explanatory models.8



II. OCCUPATIONAL SOCIALIZATION.

In modern societies the basic link to income and consumption

is the job and the labor market. There are a number of exceptions:

wealthy rentiers, impoverished welfare recipients, students on scholar-

ships, young people being supported by their parents and wives by their

husbands, and older people aiving on pensions all receive current

income and consumption that is independent of specific labor market

activity. But in all of thesecategories the individual is quite

likely to experience substantial labor market participation during

his life. In the

themselves represent

case of students and pensioners the categlilries

stages of the life oycle surroumding the years

of employment. Withionly a few, minor, exceptions individuals are

expected to work and tote prepared for work.

Oocupational sooialization defines that part of the general

field of sooialization.research which is explicitly concerned with how

the individual is conVerted into the wdrker. The term occupation in

a broad.one with eaoh oocupation oovering a variety of specific jobs.

Socialization to ocoupational roles describes a fairly general nrocess

by which individuals are prepared for a range of possible jobs. It

is only toward the end of the socialization process, when individuals

are ready to enter or re-enter labor markets, or change from one job

or occupatton to another, that sooialization emphasizes specific

training.. The amount of specific training, of course, can vary im-

mensely, from almost nothing for an unskilled laborer to years and

years for a psychoanalyst.

There are a number of reasons rhy oocupational socialization

is best viewed as a general process, with specific training beinp:

only one aspect. First, the performanoe of the dutien associated with

a job requires not just specifio skills but general ones, an well ns

various personal characteristics. The vast majority of jobs today

reouire readin3, writing, counting, punctuality, and obedience. The-e

skills and characteristics, since they are needed for all jobs, or

for broad cateaories of jobs, can be part of a general socialization

process.

Lea



Inkeles emphasizes the importance of the seemingly indirect

influences of cultural values. He states that ". the child's

acquaintance with the values implicit in various socialization prac-

tices may be more important than the manifest content he learns from

these activities."9 And he gives an example:

Feeding schedules . . . should be understood not
exoluqvely in terms of nurturance or in relation to
the cycle of hunger pains in the infant, but also as
expreising, and Msumably communicating to the child,
some of the emphasis his culture places on the order-

ing of events in strict accord with a clock-paced
schedule. Such an'orientation to time, if it exists,

will, of coUrse, be communicated to the child not
through one infant-care discipline alone, but
through several. The orientation to time will thus
be expreased not only in feeding sohedules, but in
toilet training, play and sleeping arrangements,
.procedures for dress, and in numerous other ways.1Q

Inkeles recognizes that ". . the values being thus expressed

and inculeated in the child will not exist in a social vacuum . .

but . must inevitably feflect the influence of conditione in thc

social structure in which the values are operative."
11

With regard

to the example of time, E. P. Thompson has argued that the relation

between time and work was vastly changed by industrial capitalism.

Instead Of being governed by the seasons, and daily weather conditions,

production became increasingly dependent upon the clock. The power of

the clock over the worker joins with the power of the machine over

the worker, as both are important elements of the technical side of

the emerging social structure. For the worker:

Internal time oonscioueness became a function of

the industrial system, and punctuality in appearing

for work was a requirement that, in highly inte-

grated and rationalized manufacturing orocesces,
became even more Undamental thnn the possession

of manual skills.

Thus, an element that we take so much for cTrpntea m, have its

origins, and possibly its current functional usage, in both social
*

structure and particular job requirements.
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Second, while some people receive a certain degree of pleasure

from their work, are able to experienoe a genuine creativity in work,

or feel some "commitment to a calling", 13
many, if not most, hold

unnattraotive jobs because.that is the only path to income. Occupa-
.

tional socialization in this society requires a degree of conditioning

that is relatively independent of the sp_ ecific job or jobs the indi-

vidual will hold in a lifetime. Part of such conditioning is getting

the individual to accept not just the necessity of work but the con-

ditions pfswork. If successful, such socialization produces a sta-

bility for thn social order that is described in one way aS follows:

Internalization of* norms has the great social
advantage of reducing the necessity of surveillance
and discipline. This has a special utility in the
world of work, as reluctant and disoriented workers
will perform as nearly as possible at the tolerabre min-
mum of the role range, while the costr., of super-
vising them will be high . . oocmations of
professional status are granted var!ing degrees
of autonomy in their performanoe. bnless balanoed
by self-imposed responsibility, the exercise of
professionip power would be intolerable and
unstable.'

Here, the general phenomenon of thinternatization of the

norms of a society has different specific applications to oocupational

categories that are reasonably broad, but differ along a key dimension,

the degree of contr,,' of the work activity. Thus, general socializa-

tion (learning of norms) can be broken into occupational categories

an the norms learned are differ(int, while eaoh remains at a suf-
N,

ficient level of nmneralitithat it can 1)6 transmitted Prior to the

earnina of specific job skills.

A third reason why muoh oocupational socianzstion le general

hns to do with the nature of a specific eoonomy and society. ln

(malt/111ot econominn labor iu alloonted via the market whioh

an individual, in orinoinle, to enter an oocopation tnIally difforent

from those tr-ditionally practiced by his or her clasn, race, reli.,ion.

or sex. Labor mobility improves the allocation of productive fnetor.
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particularly when technology and needs are changing rapidly. For

reasons of efficiency, the development of job related skills amy be

delaed until an individual is ready to enter a particular occupa-

tion, thus increasing the mobility of the labor force as a whole.

The actual movement of workers is only one aspect of the re-

lation betlieen mobility and socialization. Capitalist societies are

also characterized by hierarchy in productien and in social and politi-

cal life. Such societies attempt to maintain their legitimacy by a

variety of means and one of them is with an ideology that preaches

eouality of opportunity. One component of this ideology is the view

that the individual worker is mobile, not locked into a slot because

of birth. There is some intergenerational mobility in the United

States though much of it can be attributed:to ,?.conomic growth and

technological change, both of which have allowed children to attain

more education and higher real income than their parents. The ideololy,

then, has somebasis in reality. But the observed mobility is clearly

less than the ideology preaches and there is much evidence for the

existence of systematic mechanisms that perpetuate social and economic

inequalities.
15

A net of socializatich mechanisms which tries to

preserve such ineoualities while at the same time seeminq to conform

to the idoology would be highly functional for those at the top of

the existing social structure. Thus, a system of occupational sociali-

zation that leaves specific training to the end, while employing a

variety of general stratification mechanisms for the early stases of

life would appear to conform to.the needs both of ideology and economic

efficiency.

The link between economio and ideological aspects noted above

is also an example of the fourth reason for the generality of occu-

pational socialization. Occupational roles frequently overlap with

other roles that individuals are called upon to perform so that a

general socialization process caul lead to a number of functionnl

applications. Thus, the sex-role
socialization of women may nrept__

them both for roles in the home and in the labor market since most of

the jobs open to women are &lonely related to activities performed in
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the home - nurse, teacher, seoretary, house cleaner.
16

The acceptance

of authority that characterizes many occupational roles also pervades

our political and social life so that, again, a general socialization/

practice may serve numerous ends.

Occupational socialization has not received the attention one

would think it deserved, given the crucial role of an occupation in

the life of an individual, and the importance of labor to society as

a whole. Perhaps the reason is that "until fairly recently almost

all studies of socialization concerned infancy and childhood, whereas

occupation, almost by definition, is an adult position in the con-

temporary world.
17

In one of the main surveys of socialization

literature the discussion of occupational socialization appears in

the chapter on "Adult Socialization."
18

In other words, the relative

neglect of occupational socialization appears to reflect the rather

restricted concept of ocoupation that seems to be favored in the

literature. When occupational socialization is conceived of in terms

of the psychological and aocial characteristics that individunls brn

to the labor market, rather than the problems encountered, say, in

moving from school to job, job to job, or home to job, then it is

clear that childhood and adolescence are important stages of an ocon-
,

national socialization process. If socialization is, in part, a process

where "behavioral potentialities of enormously wide range" are "'con-

fined within a much narrower range"
17

and if the purpose of such con-

finement is, in part, to prepare individuals for labor markets, then

occuoational socialization must be conceived of as beginning when the

individual becomes the individual, literally at birth.

SOCIAL CLASS, OCCUPATIONAL SOCIALIZATION,_AND TTIE FAMILY.

Researchers have found numerous links between socialization

praotices and social class and between sooial class and occupation.
20

In the context of the family, elass appears to be a major determinant

of socialization practicen and outcomes. Danziger comments that:

"ocial class 4ifferences in the abilities, motives and values of

children are too well known to require elaborate documentation . . .
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Occupation has been found to be "the most valid single measure of . . .

position . in the stratification system of our society.
"22 -

The empirical link between socialization and: social class in

the context of the family ise. convenient starting point. In a famous

article on child rearing practices, Bronfenbrenner discovered that

while actual practices changed considerably over time there was a

clear continuity in the way that different social classes approached

child rearing. Bronfenbrenner found that "parent-child relationships

in the middle class are consistently reported as more acceptant and

equalitarian, while those in the working class are oriented toward'

maintaining order and obedience."
23 While changes werm observed at

all levels of the social structure, he also found that "socialization

practices are most likely to be altered in those segments of society

which have most ready access to the agencies or agents of chanire . .

024

The social class bias in socialization practices was given

more substance with the publication of the results of a decade long

study by Kohn and his associates.
25 In two samples of families in

the United States and one from Turin, Italy, Kohn also discovered a

clear link between social class and socialization practices in child

rearing. In Kohn's work, the link is quite Specific.

First, there was the discovery that social class

has a decided connection with parental values -

that middle-class parents are more likely to em-

phasize children's self-direction, workin,g-class

parents their conformity to external standards.

Then came the search t9 find whether or not this

difference in parental values could nrovidp a key

for understanding class differences in parents

disciplinary practices. The finding was that

middle-class parents tend to respond to misbeha-

vior in terms of their interpretation of the

children's intent in acting as they do; working-

class parents, in terms of the direct and imme-

diate consequences of the misbehavior. Moreover,

the difference in parental values has ramifica-

tions far beyond disciplinary practices - it

affects major dimensions of parent-child relation-

shins.26

1
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Thus, Kohn was able to supply more than just a statistical

asso-iation between class and socialization practice; in his research

the 'ink has substantive content. The attempt by parents to transmit

a set of values that differs along the dimension denoted by class

position is the explanation of why there are observed class differences

in child rearing. The next question was: "fay does social class

affect parental values?
927

Kohn answered as follows:

. . I became more and more impressed with the
remarkable parallel between the occupational con-
ditions characteristic of eaoh social class and
the values espoused for their children by parents
of that social class. Middle-class occupations
oharacteristically deal more with the manipulation
of interpersonal relations, ideas, and symbols,
while working-class occupations are more subject
to standardization and direct supervision. In

short, middle-class occupations demand a greater
degree of self-direction; working,-class occupd-
tions require that the individual conform to
rules and procedures established by authority.28

The parental values that are passed on to children are the

same ones that the parents need in order to function initheir occu-

cations. This Provides a very clear link between occupational reouire-

ments and socialization practices, even though the socialization at

this ntage of a child'S development is still quite geriera10 In malqnT

thin explicit connection, Kohn is extending the statiptical link be-

tween occupation and class that sociologist have lonri observed.

Kerckhoff states that "More effectively than any other sincrle measure,

occupation reflects all three of the major dimensions of stratifi-

cation," which are economic (privilege), honorificAstatus), and

political (power).
29

In the sooiologists lexicon, occupation is a

handy, statistically valid shorthand measure of what is an infinitely

more complex process, that of the segmentation of society into strata.

Kohn initially hel:1 this view, but came to believe that occupation

was substantively the most important:

ti



It did not seem likely that these occupational
differences could completely explain the class dif-
ferences in parental values. On the contrary, social
class probably exerts so powerful an effect on human
behavior because it represents the combined effects
of occupation, education, and other potent variables.
But the parallel between occupational circumstances
and parental values seemed in this case to be cen-
trally at issue. In this instance, the other variables
constitutive of social class apneared to be secon-
dary and reinforcing. Increasingly, the really
critical variable seemed to be the degree of self-
direction characteristic of occupations in the two
social classes.30

Though there are other dimensions of stratification, such as

race, religion, national background, income, and subjecttve class

identification, and there are other dimensions of occupations, such

as time-pressure and job dissatisfaction, Kohn's results indicate they

aro far leso imnortant than the degree of self direction on the job.

Kohn's results are impressive and provocative, but-incomplete.

He attemnts to draw conclusions regarding economic inequality and

forms of political behavior, but such conclusions are probably beyond

the scope of his data. The information used was drawn from eample

surveys and refers to the social position of parents and present

socialization practices. There is no information on the eventual

occupational position of the children. Thus, the conclusions of Kohn's

study need to be supplemented and there are a number of possible ways

this cnn be done. One would be to compare the socialization practices

of families with those of other,institutions, such as schools, nnd

nee if the same framework can be applied. Another would be to search

for data on the occupational experience of individuals from different

clans bnckpxounds and see if the relative importance of early sociali-

zation can be measured. And a third would be to explore different

models of society and social change to see what additional concentual

links can be ascertained.. This tyne of work should 1-een in mind th,t

e^xly socialization is not final; job renuirements can cilantro and

later socialization can affect the individual.
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There is other research on the family that is pertinent to

tho relation between occupational reouirements and socialization nr-ic-

tires. lalthronolarTists have studied child-rearinT practices in dif-

ferent cultural settinFs. Longman surveys this work and reports on

his own study of three cultures, trappers in Northern Ontario, cultiva-

tors in the Yucatan, and industrial workers in Chicago. 31 His study

was concerned with the relation betwee9 the reouirements for the

occupation that dominates the culture, and the socialization practices

adopted for the children, with particular emphasis on the characteris-

tics of indenendence and aggression. The results are not surprisin'T.

, The trappers fostered greater independence in their children than the

cultivatort.s, ns the occupational roles of the former produoed a more

nomadic life style and the production arrangements themselves required

lesp cooperation. American industrial workers tolerated a higher

de(Tree of childhood agrrression which Longman treats as the be.cTinning

of occunntionnl socialization. Aggressive behaviour is thought to

inculcate char-cteristics thnt are considered necessary for success

in n society thnt is mobile and competitive.'

It is not clear how useful studies liks Longman's are for our

purposes. Occuuational and other societal characteristics are not

always distirralished. For example, American workers live in a society

where others, hi-Thly visible, engage in quite different occupations.

The emphasis that Longman renorts may well be due to characteristics

independent of a parent's occupation. Thus the emphasis on mobility

ma,, be an indication of the success of a legitimatimT ideolo,Ty. What

would he interestin,T to investifiate in the occtroationfll experience

of the next generation: Do these children who best assimilate those

chnrneteristics successful jobs? There are also wenknesles in

comparative research of this type. While useful for hi(Thli.,-Thting

cert-qn aspects of the relation between occupation And socialization,

cross-cultural studies are static. They have not been concerned with

how socialization re-7ponds to changes in occupational reouirements.

necause trnpuers resuond to their occupational conditions with cert-An

forms of socialization loos not mean that a more nomadic occurntionnl

1,,
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States would lead in the same direction. Two

time are not the same thing as a single

over time.

EDUCATION AND IIIMICS TO OTHER FORMS OF OCCUPATIONAL SOCIALIZATION.

Formal Je ducation is clearly part of occupational socialization.

In recent year, economists have devoted substantial rec-earch time to

the study of education as part of the process by which individuals

1

invest in humap capital. Behind this work is the idea that ormal

education is t

and characteri

the labor mark

Economists ha

and character.

Work on human

surveyed by o

educational s

what types of

be expected t

e primary means by which individuals obtain the skills

tics necessary.for entry into the various strata of

t, the non-competing groups of Marshallian theory,

also attempted to study how schools transmit skills

sties by manipulating various resource combinations.

capital and educational production arrangements is being

hers on the project. Rather than review the work on

cialization in detail, this section will seek to indicate

links to other aspects of occypational socialization can

occur in sohools. A more detailed review of eduoational

socializationfwork will be attempted later, when it can be linked

more closely to tho work on human capital and educational production

relations.

First, there is substanti 1 evidence that schools are concerned

with much more than developing the cognitive skills of students.

While this is hardly surprising, Alven the obvious importance of schools

to socialization in general, there are also research results indicating

that the non-cognitive aspects of sohooling may be more important than

the cognitive, and that both are class biased. Gintin has brought

toTether a variety of evidence to argue tha\t schools are most effec-

tive in socializing around the elements of discipline, subordinacy,

external reward systems, and a rationality characteristic of bureau-

cratic structures.
32 Evidence on traoking systems and resource alloca-

tion within public schools lends support to the argument that there

exists a stronT class bias within public education.
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Second, much research has pointed toward a conclusion that

schools have done little to change the values, motivations, and aspire,-

tions that children attain through pre-school socialization. Thus,

there would apnear to be a prime facie strong link between family and

school socialization. Rvidence on the nbn-cognitive, class related

socialization practices of schools would appear to fit nicely with

available research on family socialization practices, discussed above.33

In'a similar vein, a child's perception of the larger society

appears to be well formed early in life. Simmons and Rosenberg found

that by the third grade, children have attained a perception of the

stratification system, including occupational rankings, that is es-

sentially the same as that held by older children and adults.
34 They

argue that this fits in with functionalist theories of stratification,

since differential rewards are considered,a necessary motivation for

educational and occunational success. Perhaps, however, this is an

examnle of children learning their roles early, and being fairly olear

that their roles are eventually adult roles. Again, this indicates

the stron nossibility that the most important link between fnmily

and school socialization is that the latter reinforces the former.

' A third possible link between occupational socialization thQt

occurs in schools and that\takes place in other institutions and

acttvities is illustrated in the recent wo'rk on occupational mobility

by 7illiam Sewell and his associates.
35 In their massive study of

occupational structure, Blau and Duncan developed a model that sought

to explain current occupational status with two sets of variables,

father's education and occupation' which were considered structural

variables, ard respondents education and first ;job, which were con-

sidered behavioral variables.
36 Sewell has attempted to extend this

model by including a set of intervening social and psychological

variable:I, including educational performance and educational and

ncopontional asnirations.37 The model taken each stage and explores

how 11 offootn tho next one, so that predetermined varfahles such as

father's oecupation, can affect academic) performance, which in turn

can affect oceunntionnl nsnirations. Thin allows the influence of
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socialization to occur at different stages of development. The Sewell

modei is a clear advance over Blau end Duncan and other attempts at

expllining occupational attainment by sociologists and is one of the

few that makes a serious use of statistical methods.

PEERS AM PLAX.

Children are subject to a number of influences that are part

of broader socialization processes and not all of these influences are

institutional. Playmates are important and may be a crucial mechanism

for teaching children about their culture. Play itself is an influence

and.takes on particular significance when it is remembered that chil-

dren must be taught the distinctions between work and play as they are

defined by the soCiety. Relations with peers and the activity of play

occur within variouc institutional contexts and may assume different

forms in these various contexts. The research that is probably the

most pertinent, what little of it there is, adopts the psychologists

perspective by focussin7, on the individual, and less on the society

ana institution within which the activity occurs.

The dominant influence on the study of children at play has

been the work of Piaget.
30 There has been almost no attempts to

intern et thin work in the context ofoccupational socialization;

Millar book,.for example, contains essentially no discussion of

social class d-ifferences in children's activities. Recently, Aronowitz

has attempted to give Piaget's work an interpretation based on the

sociology of Parsons and the reality of the American class structure.

Piaget treats nl-y as an importimt element in the stage by stage process

of how a child attains the qualities we tend to label intelligence.

Aronowitz argues that this framework fits into the Parsonian model of

functionalism. ".
Piagells theory does not grant A creative role

to the relationships of children to one another in play, friendships,

and other forms of voluntary association. Instead, play in simply

Ili(' reproduction or social roles and sooial structure assimiloted

V)
from tho adult world." Aronowitz describes different typen of memen

thut children en-a,o in and how they gradually develop into t;ie mirror

40

imen of the aomin-nce and hierarchy that characterizen adult life.

2
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Balbus has argued that sports is a major sex-role socializa-

tion device with the male role being the participant and aggressor

and the female role the supporter and observor,
41 There is also an

argument that differentiations between various sports, for example

the team pl-y of football versus- the individuation'of track, and within

a given sport, scw quarterback versus lineman, can serve to act as a

means for differentinl socialization among males. In a discussion

of the oria-ins of extra-curricular activities in high-schools, Spring

has produced evidence that educators in the 1920's viewed football

as a multi-faceted socialization device, helping to produce leaders

(quarterbacks), followers or bureaucratic workers (linemen), consumers

(fans), and a passive citizenry, who will come to identify their

interests with those of "their" team.
42

Attempts to reinterpret evidence on play, peers, and the role

of sports at all levels of society is a fairly recent development,

one thpt has yet to come to grips, at least in terms of empirical

research, with occunational socialization or the reproduction of class

relationships. liut a major opening has been made and the possibilities

arc quite intriguing.

OCCUPATIONAL EXPWIENCE MID EIOCIALIZVIOISr.

After experiencing the socializing influences offamily, schools,

media, peers, and even various personal activities, the individual

comes under the increasing influence of actual work. Conversations

with family, friends, and school counsellors emphasize job possibili- .

ties and college, conversations ylth college officials and classmates

emphasize jobs and graduate schools, and conversations with professors

and classmates focus on professional aotivities and the job market.

Over the decade starting at about age sixteen, individuals gradually

become nart of tile labor force.

But occupational socialization is not over, and, in fact, \

continuos even arter' neonle enter occupations. Many, if not mosi,

individuals will change jobs and oven occupations durini the course

of a workiw lire. '3ome jobs and occupations are hi,hly vulnerable



to changes in markets and technology while many people make freeuent

nhifts in response to family and life cycle changes, or in senrch of the
ever-greener pasture.

Both the entrance into a specific occupatlah-fr job and the

change to a new one involves very specific training 4ndArfor the
4 individual, the integration into a new organizational form. It may

also.involve a change in the individual's aspirations and motivations.

At least at the leyel of professional activity, individuals tend to

develop a stronger sense of identification with a particular occupa-
.43tion the longer they are associated with it. Such identification

may be weaker for people who are less successful, by the criteria

of the profession, or who are more awn.re of the oontradictions of the

nrofession.

Until recently, t ere has been very little research on a

general approach to occu ional socialization among adults. 44
There

han been research on problems in training or re-training workers.

reople with lesser skills, who Might fall into a "submerged sector"

of the labor force, experience wide-spread, even chronic, unemployment

thnt they renresent a problem for eooialization mechanisms of Wirt

Poore cnlls "continuous commitment."45 More highly skilled workers

nnd profeesionale will experience lese forced mobility but they are

li!-ely to pre::ent serious socialization problems sinoe their enecindi:led

nre oftOn not trnnsferab1e1 Theimay face proenects of declining

stntus and ineome. A recent prominent example .of this Phenomena

occured durizr the cutbacks in the aircraft industry around 1970.

Unemnloyment was heavy among highly skilled scientiste and engineers

and many of them became salesmen, TV repairmen or drew welfare. In

nome cases, other fitms refused to hire( them because their skills

were so highly specialized that they were not conpidered tranefereble

even within similar industries. And in a few instances, firms would

not deal aith these peonle because it was fenred thst the scientisLn

hnl n-nimil ted too well the inefficient oraotioen rampant in [he

.tirrraft indwItry.
46

2,)
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In a recent series of important articles, Kohn and his associates

haNe extended their earlier work on the transmission of values and

hale looked at socialization within bureaucratic enterprises. 47
The

basic issue bein7 investigated is whether men's occupational experiences

affect or reflect their psychological functioning. Does the job shape

the man or does the already shaped man seek the job? While' .prior

socialization nlays an important role in'an individual's choice of

occupation, and may play an even bigger role in the emnloyers choice

of worker, Kohn has found that specific work exoerience continues to

have an important influence as the individual grows older and works

lbnger. As Kohn phrases it:

There is a small but consietent tendency for men who
work in bureaucratic organizations to be more intellectually
flexible, more open to new experience, and more self-
directed in their values than men in nonbureaucratic
organizations. Thin may in part result from bureati-
cracies drawing.on a more educated work forcc. In
larger part it appears to be a oonseouence of oc-

,Cupational conditions attendant on burenuoratimation
not:bly, Ca: ,..;reater job protections, somewhat higher
income, nnd substantislly more complex work.18

Kohn han combined the results of thin set of studies with hin

earliCr work on child socialization to argue that the celatral fact

of ocoupational experience today is not the ownership of the means

of production, as Marxists argue, or status and income, as most

sociolorl.ists would probably.claim, but is the opportunity available

for an individual to use initiative, thought, and independent judTment

in one's work - self-direction.

As before, Yohn's work is among the-most complete and provoca-

tive in this area. And as before, it's main weaknens is that It is

static, though here there has been some attempt to link job oxnerieree

with earlier socialization.

An area of work that is crucial, but basically neglected, in

historical studies of the socializing effects of job experiences.

Moore hintr it the importance of this type of rase:In-01 when he briefly

describes home of the effects of industrialization.

2,t
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In the early stages of.industrialization the
factories and shops are commonly manned by
voluntary but reluctant recruits, lacking even
the 6eneral normative orientations . . . .

These workers . . constitute an important
source of evidence on adult. socialization.
Labor commitment, which may remain less than
enthusiastic during the entire adult years,
nevertheless does occur. It is aided by the
intersection of work norms with market norms,
those of associations and interest groups,
and - particularly in new nations - even with
nationalist ideologie8.49
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III. TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

Ocoupational socializatiaa is likely to emain one of the main
areas of study throughout the project.. The point of view taken here
is that occupational so ization encompasses all processes that seek
to mold and prepare pe..le for entrance into labor markets, including
specific ones, such as voo nal training, general ones, such as the

transmission of values, and overlapping.ones, such as those aimed at
sex-role differentiation. The study of ocouoational socialization,
alonrc with rebearch on work requirements and worker characteristics,

will be.part of a Continuing dialectic that informs the work of the

entire project. For that reason, the study of oocunational socializa-

tion is necessarily inComplete, at this Nage.

This survey.is also incomplete because the research beina

surveyed is itself incomnlete. A theme that has dominated this survey
<

in that existing research on occupational socialization is static.

II has not dealt with historioal experience, effects across generations

of socialization practices, or links between socialization practines

and models of social change. It is this latter area, the relation

between occupational socialization and explanations of the dynamics

of social change, that will be the focus'of the next stage of the

current work. To start with, three types of models of soci-,1 charofc

vill be examined to see how they deal with socialization or to,see

where socialization has a loqical and empirical role. These mo,10s

are the mobilit:: models that arebeing utilized hy soniolcwists, homsn

capital models that economists are developin'r, and Mlrxist class

reproduction models.
50

This work will be leading toward the develon-

ment of hypotheses regarding'the effects of changes irfwork renuire-

ments on locialization practices, and the inter-relations amon.- work

requirements and other results of socialization.

One of the prime conoerns of this work will be to analyze t!te

concepts being used and the empirical measureS employed. Ocnupation

and social class, for examPle, are important concents in re';enrri tTh

occupational socialization. Both are quite comnlex 'yet tenl hi ne

21)
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used in a rather simple fashion. Kohn's use of the idea of self-direction
as the key component of an occupation is not devoid of problems. The
digree of self direction of an occupation is not a single quality but is
itself composed of numerous charvi-teristics. It is not clear that there

exists a useful way of making.a simple ranking of occupations on the basis
of self direction. 51 The use of the concept of social class also raises
problems. It usually denotes various strata in a society and is static
in its orientation. It seeks to measure what exists, not explain why
changes occur. The concept of class that is based more on Marxian ideas
is explicitly formulated to explain change and is perhaps of more use to
the kind of work that this project is concerned with. 52 Other concepts,
such as mobility, ideology, and productivity, will be analyzed along simi-
lar lines.

Another way of making the analysis more dynamic is to explicity
analyze historical changes in work requirements and socialization mechanisms.
A full review of historical literature on education and the nature of
work would be most useful but it is probably beyond the scope of the
project.

Establishing a direct link between the work on socialization and

other project research will be another objective of the next stage of
research. Some of these links are obvious. The concepts of-productivity

and occupation, for example, are also important to the study of work and
worker characteristics. The economic aspects of education, mentioned n
the text above, are important to an understanding of the role schools

play in occupational socialization. An the media is an institution that
is thought to have an increasingly important function in defining an

individual's conception of reality. These ideas will be incorporated

into future work.

Several areas of possible further research could significantly

contribute to the understanding of socialization to occupational roles,
but they are a little harder to pin down, at least at the present time.

The importance of play, sports, and other peer group influences on

children was discussed briefly above and this work will be developed

where possible. The political aspects of.occupational socialization,
including its ideological component and the role of the state generally,
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should be analyzed. Political socialization, in itself, is a field of

study that can be explored with regard to links with occupational socia-

lization. Federal, state and local governments are all important in

determining how the educational system responds to changes in the society.

Some of the available research on these topics will be incorporated in

our study of socialization to occupational roles, but the topics merit

more extensive examination than project resources permit.
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